
GAME SUMMARY 
This game is a 50 line, 5-reel game that incorporates a free game feature and a bonus game feature. 

BASIC GAME RULES 
Minimum bet is 50 credits. All wins are shown in currency except credit prizes. Values for GRAND JACKPOT, MEGA 
JACKPOT, MAXI BONUS, MAJOR BONUS and MINI BONUS scale with denomination. The chance of winning GRAND 
JACKPOT, MEGA JACKPOT, MAXI BONUS, MAJOR BONUS, MINI BONUS or credit prize will change with the credits bet per 
line. GRAND JACKPOT may be awarded randomly at the end of any bought game. All wins are added. Malfunction voids 
all pays and plays. A player cannot influence the result of a game by stopping the reel spins. Player is responsible for 
ensuring correct credits are registered before play. The game display does not indicate how close you were to winning 
and cannot necessarily be used to determine your chances of winning or losing if you continue to play.  
LADY appears on reels 2, 3, 4 and 5 only and substitutes for all pay table symbols except LANTERN, DOUBLELANTERN 
and BULLBLITZ.  The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.

FEATURE GAME RULES  
FREE GAME FEATURE  
Any 3 or more LANTERN trigger 6 free games. During the FREE GAME FEATURE, LADY on reels 2,3,4 and 5 expand until 
all positions on that reel are BIGWILD. BIGWILD is equivalent to LADY for line wins. Wins are paid after LADY expands.  
The BULL BLITZ FEATURE can be triggered during the FREE GAME FEATURE. Additional free games can be won during 
the FREE GAME FEATURE. Different reels are used during the FREE GAME FEATURE. Credits bet and lines played are the 
same as the game that triggered the feature.  

BULL BLITZ FEATURE  
Any 6 or more BULLBLITZ trigger the BULL BLITZ FEATURE. All remaining positions become individual spinning reels. 3 
bonus games are awarded. During the BULL BLITZ FEATURE, only BULLBLITZ, SILVER COIN and GOLD COIN are active on 
the reels. At the start of the BULL BLITZ FEATURE, all BULLBLITZ change to SILVER COIN revealing either MEGA JACKPOT, 
MAXI BONUS, MAJOR BONUS, MINI BONUS or credit prizes. At the end of each bonus game, any additional BULLBLITZ 
change SILVER COIN into GOLD COIN. At the end of each bonus game, BULLBLITZ changes into SILVER COIN revealing 
either MEGA JACKPOT, MAXI BONUS, MAJOR BONUS, MINI BONUS or a credit prize, unless all 15 positions are filled. 
MEGA JACKPOT is awarded immediately and is then replaced by the lowest credit prize. The MAXI BONUS, MAJOR 
BONUS and MINI BONUS values are 10000, 5000 and 1000 respectively. Credit prizes can be 800, 500, 200, 100, 90, 75, 
50 or 40 multiplied by the bet per line. BULLBLITZ appear during the BULL BLITZ FEATURE. During bonus games, SILVER 
COIN and GOLDCOIN are held. If 1 or more BULLBLITZ appear during a bonus game, the total prizes on all GOLD COIN are 
awarded, and the bonus games remaining reset to 3. If no additional BULLBLITZ appear during the BULL BLITZ FEATURE, 



the initial prizes on SILVER COIN from the trigger spin change to GOLD COIN and are awarded at the end of the feature. 
The BULL BLITZ FEATURE ends when no more bonus game remains or when all 15 positions are mixed BULLBLITZ, 
SILVERCOIN and/or GOLD COIN. The BULL BLITZ FEATURE cannot be triggered again during the BULL BLITZ FEATURE. 
Different reels are used during the BULL BLITZ FEATURE for different wager amounts. The GRAND JACKPOT is awarded 
when all 15 positions are SILVER COIN, GOLD COIN and/or BULLBLITZ at the end of a bonus game during the BULL BLITZ 
FEATURE. Up to a maximum of 5 MAXI BONUS can be awarded at one time during the BULL BLITZ FEATURE. Credits bet 
are the same as the game that triggered the feature.  

X-TRA HIT FEATURE
Each XTRA HIT symbol that appears during the bonus games trigger one X-TRA HIT FEATURE.  Multiple X-TRA HIT 
FEATUREs can be awarded during a bonus game.  During the X-TRA HIT FEATURE, only the SILVER COIN and GOLD COIN 
are active, and no reels are spun. When 2 or more BULLBLITZ symbols appear on the screen, 1 BULLBLITZ changes into 
SILVER COIN and 1 BULLBLITZ changes into XTRA HIT, any remaining BULLBLITZ are held. For each XTRA HIT that appears, 
all prizes on GOLD COIN are awarded.  At the end of each X-TRA HIT FEATURE, XTRA-HIT changes into SILVER COIN 
revealing either MEGA JACKPOT, MAXI BONUS, MAJOR BONUS, MINI BONUS or credit prizes, unless all 15 positions are 
filled. The MAXI BONUS, MAJOR BONUS and MINI BONUS values are 10000, 5000 and 1000 respectively. Credit prizes 
displayed are either 800, 500, 200, 100, 90, 75, 50, or 40 multiplied by the credits bet per line. Any additional BULLBLITZ 
triggers an X-TRA HIT FEATURE.  Credits are the same as the game that triggered the feature.

The expected return for this game is 95.94 %.


